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Chapter 1 : Sizzler B-B-Q Catering
Sizzler BBQ Caterers serving all of Atlantic Canada. We cater indoor and outdoor events. You supply the location and
we'll supply the rest.

Heat Transfer Logos are applied to products through the use of a paper-like transfer material with heat and
pressure. This process is also used on material where it is not suitable to imprint more than 1 screen imprint
color. Color matches will be matched to uncoated colors. Deboss Debossing imparts a more subtle effect than
foil stamping or screen printing. This process is best utilized on vinyl and bonded leather. Artwork must be
submitted electronically and a hard-copy color output must be mailed for color matching. Do not send 4-color
separated art. Separations will be done in our art department. Exact color match cannot be guaranteed on
4-color process. We cannot accept the following: Original art size cannot exceed 11" x 17". We reserve the
right to determine acceptability of submitted art. Please do not crease or mark on the photo s to be used.
Submit a sketch of the required layout with your order. Multiple Location Imprints For screen print and heat
transfer, varies by item. For deboss and foil stamp, varies by item. Match Primary Bag Color We will match
your imprint to product accent or trim color when requested. If the customer tape is used without any edits, the
customer will not be charged. If the tape is unusable, we will contact the customer for further guidance.
Co-branded bags are excluded from the editing option as vendor specifications and charges vary. If a
customer-supplied tape is received and does not meet our embroidery specifications or requirements, we will
make necessary edits to the tape see Required Edit Fee and e-mail the free proof for final approval before
proceeding. This may add production time to your order 3mm left-right tolerance is our standard For stitch
count estimates, contact BIC Graphic. Items will be inserted unless otherwise specified. Additional lead time
may be required. They are packed in cases of 36, weighing approximately 18 lbs. Minimum order quantity is
36, available in increments of 1 after minimum purchase size. Laundering Bags and Headwear We recommend
you do not wash or launder bags or headwear. Customization We can customize any existing bag or create a
new look designed to your specifications. Call your distributor for a quote, lead time and minimums. Notice
Fabric dye lots may naturally have some color variation. As a result, colorfastness of the material cannot be
guaranteed. Genuine leather will have naturally occurring variations in color and surface. When imprinting on
leather, the depth of the imprint and shade may vary throughout an order due to the characteristics in each
individual hide. These natural variations are your assurance that it is genuine leather. Minimum Line Weights
and Type Sizes Arial typeface is recommended, using a minimum 15 point font size. Minimum line weight is
2 point. The recommended type is 14 point, including reverse type. Anything smaller will not be legible. Lines
must be at least. See page for stock foil colors. All non-standard imprint colors will be converted to the closest
4-color process match. A perfect match cannot be guaranteed. A 6-point font can be reproduced; however, it
can appear disproportionate to the larger notebook cover area.
Chapter 2 : Summerset Sizzler Grills
The Summerset Sizzler line of grills is a professional grade line of built in grills which are designed to be used both with
a cart or outdoor kitchen island. All of these top quality grills feature innovative features that are designed to provide you
with an excellent grilling experience.

Chapter 3 : - Sizzler 3-Piece BBQ Set
Quality you can afford. The latest addition to the Summerset line, the Sizzler Series is a premium product at an
unbeatable price. Constructed in all # stainless steel* and designed with careful precision to ensure optimal airflow and
even heating, this grill gives its higher-priced competitors a run for their money in both durability and grilling
performance.
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Chapter 4 : High Quality Stainless Steel | Caravan & Marine Barbecues
Steak & 3 Riblets - USDA Choice 6oz Tri-Tip Sirloin and 3 Honey BBQ Riblets served with street fries. Triple-licious
Combo - USDA Choice 6oz Tri-Tip Sirloin, 4 Jumbo Crispy Shrimp, and 2 Honey BBQ Riblets.

Chapter 5 : BBQ-IS-BACK - Sizzler
The Sizzler Series is a premium product at an unbeatable price. Constructed in all # stainless steel* and designed with
careful precision to ensure optimal airflow and even heating, this grill gives its higherâ€”priced competitors a run for their
money in both durability and grilling performance.

Chapter 6 : CaravansPlus: Sizzler Deluxe Gas BBQ, Stainless Steel, h x w x d
This is the time to dig out the charcoal, scrub down the barbecue and enjoy the great outdoors surrounded by friends
and lots of enticing food sizzling over the fire. However, often vegetarians who are invited to barbeques end up with a
very limited selection of.

Chapter 7 : Sizzler Family Restaurants USA - Sizzler
Barbecue Sizzlers - Opposite Tata Motors, Ubale Nagar, Wagholi, Pune, Pune, Maharashtra - Rated 5 based on 15
Reviews "Awesome, excellent.

Chapter 8 : Sizzler BBQ Catering
SIZZLERS, Jhelum, Punjab. K likes. Sizzlers is a local Restaurant and BBQ grill. We specialize in indian cusine as well
as continental and chinese.

Chapter 9 : Caravan Barbecues â€“ The Sizzler | Caravan & Marine Barbecues
Mrs. Tarla Dalal is India s best - selling cookery author since over 2 decades. She has written a total of titles, several of
which have been translated in various languages like Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali and even Dutch and Russian!
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